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The obvious predecessors to our present meeting are the 
Faraday Discussion on Reaction Dynamics held in 1967 and that 
on Molecular Beam Scattering in 1973. Even in the six years 
which have elapsed since the second of these meetings, our 
knowledge of the chemical reactions of vibrationally excited 

1-8 molecules has expanded rapidly, and new methods for exploring' 
the dependence of reaction rate on vibrational state continue 
to appear with almost bewildering regularity. Despite this, 
our knowledge and understanding is, in many respects, still quite 
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primitive. Moreover, the field is an unusually inviting oy,^, 

since it allows the microscopic models and fundamental assumptions 
of reaction rate theories to be tested, whilst simultaneously 
promising important practical applications. 

If our review was to be of an acceptable length, we had 
to be selective. Furthermore, in preparing it, we bad in mind 
a wider audience than the daunting assembly of cxpcrls attending 
the Discussion. Consequently, vc have tried to make our paper 
easy to follow, and to consider only a limited number of systems 
which strike us as especially interesting, cither on the grounds 
that the available results are capable of detailed dynamical 
interpretation or because they raise further interesting questions. 
Gas-phase processes lend themselves to the most detailed inter
pretation and, as elsewhere in this Discussion, they are emphasise.1 

phases 
in what follows. However, laser-induced chemistry in condensed / 

and on surfaces can claim to be a 'new frontier1, so KC ccnc.l ud-;-
with a resume of what has been - and might be - achieved in these 
areas. 

Although the dynamics of reactions between atoms and diatomic 
molecules are now understood fairly well,"' this is not the 
result of direct measurements on the reactions of vibrational!)' 
excited species. These experiments sometimes raise as many 
problems as they answer. For example, the separate contributions 
of chemical reaction and non-reactive energy transfer to the 
overall removal of excited molecules are frequently not distin
guished, although the relative rates for those separate channels 
have been determined in some experiments. a ' 1 0 ' 1 1 our understand
ing is largely based on what the principle of microscopic rever
sibility tells us about the selectivity of the energy requirements 



for endothermic reactions when wc have information available 
1 2 about the specificity of energy disposal in the reverse process. 

Such conclusions are supported and extended by the results of 
1 3 

a multitude of quasiclassic.il trajectory calculations and a 
much smaller, but growing, number of theoretical studies using 
semiclassical or quantum dynamics. At least for this type of 
reaction, there is a generally accepted framework within which 
the enhancement of reaction via reagent excitation can be related 
to some qualitative features of the potential energy hypcrsurface. 

For po.l yntomic molecules, both binol ocular and unimolccular 
reactions arc important and our understanding is less advanced. 
Serious questions concerning both the nature of the vibrational 1y 
excited states of polyatomics and their dynamics must be answered 
before we can feel comfortable with even qualitative notions. 
Since the discovery of molecular dissociation by intense ir laser 
pulses, it has been shown that excitation and dissociation do 
truly occur in the absence of collisions. ' Most observations 
to date are consistent with rapid redistribution of vibrational • 
energy among the vibrational coordinates near the dissociation 
limit. Nevertheless, one must ask whether RRKM theory always 

works: whether mode-selective unimolccular vibrational photo
chemistry is possible? By comparison with the diatomic limit, it 
seems clear enough that the chemical reaction rates of tiic lowest 
excited states of polyatomic molecules will be detailed functions 
of the vibrational quantum numbers. For how large a molecule 
with how high an energy will reaction rates depend on the mode 

on 
excited rather than^just the total excitation energy? For large 17 molecules, is it useful to assume that the coupling between 
modes adjacent to a reaction site is stronger than that between 
these modes and the remaining modes, either in the rest of the 

molcculo 

http://quasiclassic.il


or in the solvent? Direct excitation of high overtone 
levels using single visible photons, ' " should both maximise 
the chances of mode-selective chemistry and answer some 
of these questions. 

Vibrational photochemistry 3S a method for carryj up, out 
mode-selective chemical syntheses, isotope enrichments and chemical 
purifications has considerable practical promise, although the 
systems of most practical interest are often the most difficult 
to analyze fundamentally. Focusing a high pou-er CO, laser into 
a gas can produce a hopelessly complicated set of interacting 
optical excitations, collisional energy transfers and chemical 
reactions. The very impressive isotopic enrichments (of elements 
from D to !•'!) which have been obtained via vibrational excitation 
encourage research in this area. ' " Useful ir laser driven 
chemical processes do not necessarily rely on avoiding the statis-
tical'RRKi'l regime of excitations, or on maintaining a collision 
rate slower than the unimolccular reaction rate. Vibrational 
heating in which all the modes of all molecules are strongly 

2 7 coupled by collisions can still lead to nonthermal reactions. 
In fact, even if the vibrations arc equilibrated with rotations 
and translations, the chemistry induced by a powerful laser 
may differ greatly from that with a bunscn burner because the 

28 lasei-heated tone can be well-separated from the walls. 
A. EXCITED STATES AND THEIR PREPARATION 

Discrete quantum states 
Lasers make it possible to excite single vibration-rotution 

quantum states, or groups of states, in small molecules. These 
states arc well-characterized by time-independent rovibronic 
wavefunctions. The population of each state as a function of 



time can be observed spcctroscopically, and rate constants 
for energy transfer and reaction can be deduced if the number 
of levels involved is sufficiently small and t*he number of 
independent data sufficiently large. 

In practice, mapping the pathways for vibrational relaxation 
has proved difficult enough for triatomics and is only possible 

79 to a limited extent in molecules with five or more ..tons. ' For 
diatomic molecules, fundamental and overtone levels may be 
excited directly and, at least in principle, it is possible to 
measure reactjon rates as a function of vibrational quantum number. 
Rates of energy transfer and/or chemical reaction have been 
measured for diatomics excited directly to levels as high as 
v=4. The increasing availability of tunable infrared sources, 
such as the optical parametric oscillator and the F-centre laser, 
should allow many new systems to be studied. 

Other optical techniques have been used to promote molecules 
to vibrationally excited levels, although they have, to date, 
been employed sparingly in studies of the reaction kinetics of 
vibrational!)- excited molecules. Electronically excited molecules 
may be prepared in a wide range of vibrational levels when the 
Frnnck-Condon factors permit. The reaction, IC1 (A,v) +H,-»-HCl+llI 

32 
has been studied for v=S-24. An alternative technique is to 

33a 
optically pump an electronic transition and rely on spontaneous 
or stimulated emission to return molecules to one or more 
vibrational 1y excited levels in the electronic ground state. It 
should be possible to extend these methods to many more systems 
as the development of excimer lasers throughout the uv region 
proceeds. Coherent Raman excitation has been used to produce 35 H 2(v=l). Use of a source frequency close to an allowed rovibronic 
transition can lead to excitation of high overtone levels through 
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resonant Raman transitions. When such transitions are driven 
coherently with two lasers, efficient and selective excitation of 
a wide range of ground state levels should be possible. 

Usable concentrations of vibrationally excited molecules 
can also be produced by passing a gas through an electrical 
discharge or by simply heating it. Some measure of control can 
be achieved by allowing time for translational and rotational, 
but not the vibrational, degrees of freedom to relax, or in 
beam or 'near-beam' experiments by comparing the effect of heating 

37 the atomic and molecular sources. These techniques are 
particularly useful for molecules, such as H,,' which cannot 
be excited directly by photon absorption, or for exciting low 
frequency vibrations, since laser techniques are exceptionally 
difficult for frequencies below 500 cm 

Finally, excited molecules can be prepared by chemical 
activation, that is as the products of an exothermic reaction which 

8 4 2 precedes the reaction actually under investigation. ' Usually 
several vibrational levels are significantly populated, increasing 
the potential amount of information but complicating its analysis. 
Most experiments of this kind have been carried out in steady-state 
flow systems, but some of the inherent disadvantages can be 

A 7. 

removed in time-resolved experiments. 
The net amount of chemical reaction following excitation of 

a specific vibrational state depends not only on the reaction 
rate from that state but also on the reaction rate from every 
state populated by vibrational energy transfer and on all of those 
rates of transfer. Direct timc-rcsolvcd measurements following 
pulsed excitation can help sort out complicated systems. Since 
vibrational relaxation is often faster than reaction, it is 



important to understand the distributions of vibrational 
populations which evolve as a molecular system relaxes. It is 
often true that energy is transferred among vibrations before 
it is coupled into rotation and translation. Equilibration by 
brational-vibrational (V-V) energy transfer 
in a mixture of two harmonic diatomic molecules yields a steady-
state in which the lower frequency molecule has a much higher 
vibrational temperature than the higher frequency one when the 
translation-rotation temperature is much lower than both, 
inclusion of anharmonicty can lead to grossly non-Boltzmann 
distributions over sub-sets of vibrational levels in both-mole
cules. In polyatomic molecules, the most strongly excited mode 
following V-V equilibration might not be the one pumped'by the 2 7 laser. Detailed experimental studies on CH,F are the first 
to explore this question thoroughly. For some molecules, high 
frequency vibrations are coupled less strongly to low frequency 
vibrations than the latter are coupled to translation. The 
asymmetric v™ stretch of C0 2 and the v, and v, stretching modes 
of J!20 are examples. 2 9 , 4 5 

Any practical use of vibrationally induced chemical reactions 
clearly requires information about how the reaction rate varies 
with vibrational quantum number, about the rates and paths of 
vibrational relaxation, and about the competition between 
relaxation and reaction. It will be particularly important 
to Know tl -; V-V equilibrated distributions and rate constants for 
levels^populated in these distributions. Because of these 
complications, measurements of rate constants versus vibrational' 
level for polyatomics should ideally be made using molecular 
beams. Unfortunately those systems in which reaction is slow 
compared with V-V energy transfer will be also the most difficult 
to study in beams. Nevertheless, advances in laser technology 
should make future experiments much less difficult than the 



pioneering work on K + I1C1 

-o-
47 

Highly Excited States of PoJyatomics 
Two new forms of spectroscopy are beginning to produce 

new kinds of experimental inform*lion about highly vibrationalJy 
excited states of polyatomic molecules. As discussed later by 
Roddy and Perry, high overtones of Il-stretching and other 
vibrations have been studied in the visible using intracavity 
photoacoustic dye laser spectroscopy. The transitions, which 
are five to ten orders of magnitude weaker than ir fundamental 
transitions, depend on anharmonicity for what little oscillator 

48 strength they have. Thus 'local' modes are excited, concent rat: n; 
the excitation initially in a single bond. Less anharmonic 
excitations, such as four quanta in one bond and a fifth in a 
different (but equivalent) bond, are much less intense. By 
contrast, in ir multiphoton excitation a single frequency nearly 
resonant with one fundamental normai mode excites a molecule 
through the most harmonic, possible set of states. All equivalent 
bonds are approximately equally excited. Albrecht illustrates 
this comparison with the case of benzene. 

These new kinds of spectroscopy allow detailed investigation 
of vibrational states in the energy range too high for normal 
mode quantum number assignments and too low for the RRKM approx
imation. ' The high overtones of benzene exhibit lincwidths 
larger than the rotational structure width, ' The CH stretching 
modes are strongly coupled to a bath of lo.v frequency modes. This 
coupling has been treated theoretically and comparisons made 
between the calculated and observed spectra for benzene and 
dcutcrobenzcncs. Although the experiments do not prove that 



all modes are involved in the bath it appears quite safe to 

apply the RRKM approximation for any process whose rate is 
ov 
54,55 

10 1 
< 10 s . For a smaller molecule like C^]-, the high overtone 
spectra show simple fully resolved rotational structure, 

Its chemical properties can be expected to depend on precisely 

which combination of vibrational modes is excited, as well as 

on the total energy of excitation. 

Methane appears to be JJI intermediate case. The overall 

vibration-rotation band shape for the Avc,,= 6 transition is 

similar to that for the fundamental band." ' However, the 

rotational structure docs not resolve into lines neatly spaced 

by twice the rotational constant. At 1 cm resolution the band 

appears alnost continuous. Apparently the CH stretch is coupled 

to-other modes covering a. range of at least 20 cm . At Dopplcr-

limitcd resolution, however, the band is at least partially 

resolvable into a sharply structured spectrum with the order of 

4 lines per cm" ,' whereas the total level density at this energy 
-1 4 9 

is about 10 peT cm . Coupling of the modes in CU. is undoubted
ly enhanced by the fact that the bending frequencies are roughly 
half those of the stretches. A laser exciting a single line 
in this methane spectrum produces a molecule in an eigenstate 
whose wavefunction must contain contributions from a large mixture 
of mode excitations. It seems unlikely that the chemical properties 
will depend strongly on the individual line excited. Thus RRKM 
theory should work unless the reaction coordinate is, for some 
reason, not part of the coupled manifold of levels. A clear 
opportunity of avoiding RRKM behaviour is presented only when 
the mode responsible for the oscillator strength corresponds to 
motion along the reaction coordinate, the excitation pulse 
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cohcrcntly excites all of the coupled levels, and the reaction 

is fast compared with the coupling width. Deviations from RRKM 

behaviour couJd therefore only be observed for subpicosecond 

processes under difficult and rather improbable conditions. 

lntracavity acoustooptic spectroscopy allows the nature of 

the coupling among vibrational modes to be studied as a function 

of onei'ty for a given molecule. The transition from discrete 

mode excitation, through coupled but resolvable lines, to continuous 

bands can be studied as a function of molecular size and structure. 

As oxpcrin.ents at higher energies become practical and as theor

etical treatments move from two-oscillator systems into higher 

dimensions, realistic comparisons of experiment and theory will 

be possible . 

Multiphoton ir absorption can excite a large fraction of a 

sample to a distribution over very high energy states and to 

dissociation. For SF, and C 7H. excited near 10pm, the multiphoton 
• 

dissociation (MPD) yield as a function of frequency exhibits a 
smooth peak shifted slightly to low frequency from the origin of 

7 
the ordinary absorption spectrum. The mechanism of absorption 

through the discrete states is thought to involve a combination 

of power broadening, rotatiori and anharmonic compensation, and 

2-, 3- and 4-photon transitions with nearly resonant intermediate 

states. After the first few absorptions the mode resonant with 

the laser is strongly coupled to other modes and broadened. 

Energy thus flows rapidly into other modes and prevents anhar-

raonicity from shifting the absorption out of resonance with tho 

laser. As careful studies of other molecules are carried out, it 

is becoming clear that a rich variety of multiphoton absorption 

spectra and dynamics occur in nature. In the following papers 
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by Aslifolil, Hancock and Kctlcy on CII3N!12 and by Fuss, Kompn 

and Talilas58 on (CI-' )_ CO, tlicse subjects arc discussed in detail. 

Recently it has been shown that, for two very different 

molecules, the Ml'D yield spectrum reproduces detailed features in 

the ordinary ir absorption spectrum. For excitation of C^H^ ^ 
-1 59 

near 3.3i..m a Q-branch 0.4 cm wide is reproduced. Broader 

resonances matching v=2 and v = 3 levels are also observed, the 

large C.H anha rr.on i c i ty being compensated by the shift of higher, 

frequency fundamentals into resonance with the laser. The width 

of the v=3 level in both the Ml'D spectrum and the normal second 

overtone spectrum is greater than the rotation-vibration structure 

width. Thus v=3 is the lowest quasicontinuous levels 
c : • — 

For the very large molecule U 0 2 ( ( C F 3 ) 2 H C j O p 2 ( C 4 H g O ) , 

i.e., U0 2 (lifac.-.c) 2 THF . efficient isotopic. Selective, MPD takes 

place. ' The asymmetric UO, stretch near 10 ;im exliibits a 

4 cm bandwidth, which is much greater than the rotational 

structure width for a molecule of this size. Since there are 126 

vibrational modes, this molecule contains about 10,000 cm" of 

vibrational energy at room temperature. Thus the molecule very 

probably starts in the quasicontinuum and may absorb many C0 2 

laser photons without any significant shift or broadening of the 
17 

absorption features. It is further argued that dissociation-of 

the THF ligand occurs before energy is distributed over all the 

Uganda. Consequently, U0 2 (hfacac),-THF may be too large for 

RRKM theory to be applied to the entire molecule. It is certainly 

interesting and remarkable that, on the timescale of ir excitation 
- 8 -7 (10 to 10 s), energy is not effectively distributed throughout 

the entire molecule. 
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B. DIRKCT BIMOl.bCUI.AR RHAO'lONS 
For bimolccular reactions, one seeks dctniled rate 

constants-or detailed cross-sections - connecting defined 
rovibronic states of reagents and products. In practice, the 
task of selecting reagent states and simultaneously observing 
product state distributions is extreme])- difficult, and few 
systems have been examined this thoroughly. At the present time, 
more is known about energy disposal than about the energy 
requirements for reaction. However, there are widespread attcmuts 
to remedy this deficiency, and it was surprising to find that 
none of the papers in this Section of the Discussion arc concerned 
with collisional reactions proceeding via direct dynamics. 
Arguably,this is because a first generation of experiments has 
been almost completed, whereas examples of the second generation -
using, inter ali_a, tunable lasers, molecular beams, and a 
combination of both - are just beginning to emerge. 
Reacti ons of Atoms wi th _Mo_l ecules 

Reactions of the A + BC -*• AB + C type, where each letter 
denotes a single atom, have played a central role as our under
standing of reaction dynamics has developed. In reviewing how 
vibrational excitation can promote reactions of this kind, 
answers should be sought to the following fundamental questions. 
How docs the degree of vibrational enhancement depend on the 
position and height of the barrier on the potential energy 
hypersurface? How do the detailed rate constants for reaction 
from specified vibrational levels of BC vary with the excitation 
energy (or with v, BC's vibrational quantum number)? Finally, 
do the answers to these questions depend on factors such as the 
relative masses of A, B and C? 
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Despite the relative ease villi which at least the 

v = 1 level of a diatomic molecule can be excited, little 

of the evidence on which answers to these questions arc based 

comes from di rect experiments. As was mentioned earlier, a 

major contribution has been made by deriving information about 

the detailed rate constants for an en d o cr ̂  i_c reaction from data 

on the reverse exocrjk reaction and relationships based on the 

principle of microscopic reversibility. There is especially 

extensive information, from infrared chc-mi luminescence experiments, 
8 • ' 

on reactions involving hydrogen ha]ides. As an example, we shall 
take the reaction: 

CI + H l ( v ) ^ HCl(v') + I (1,-1) 

The general form of the detailed balance equation is 

k(n'|n;T) / Q ' V v \ e x P ( - A E n ' , n A T ) 

k(n|n~T)~ \ Q / \ s n / 

where the detailed rate constant k(n'|n;T) is for exoergic 

reaction from partly or fully selected states denoted by n to 

product states denoted by n'; Q' and Q are partition functions 

associated with all those motions, including relative translation, 

which are not selected in the reagents (but have a thermal 

distribution at temperature T) and which are not identified in • 

the products; g , and g are the degeneracies of the specified 

levels;, and AE , is the difference in energy between levels 

n' t'nd n. For rcactipn (1), the overall rate constant, k(T), 

can be combined with the product state distributions found in 

infrared chcmiluminescence experiments to yield absolute 

values of k(v'|;T). These values can then be converted to those 

for the detailed rate constants, k(|v';T), for reaction of 

I + HCl(v'), using the appropriate fcym of equation (2). For 



- H -

V c .3, the vajues of k(|v';T) will be very difficult to 

measure diredly. To determine detailed late rem:.Units for 

a highly endothermic reaction, it is best to study tbc reverse 

exothermic process and apply dot ai1ed balance. 

TA1JJ.K I 

The rapid increase in k(|v';T) vitb v' is not itself 

surprising. To see whether a reaction is select i v e1y promoted 

by vibrational excitation of HC1 , the actual detailed rate cor., t ;.:.ts 
1 2 should be compared with the r_IJil2' values. For reaction (-1), 

this is done in table 1. The vibrational surprisals increase as 

v' is raised from 1 to 4; the vibrational enhancement is selective. 

The results for the I + HC1 reaction arc typical. For 

strongly endoergic direct reactions, vibrational energy promotes 

reaction most effectively. Quasiclassical trajectory caIculatior:; Z 

show that this is because endocrgic reactions typically have 'late' 

barriers. Consequently, vibrational motion in BC is almost parallel 

to motion along the reaction coordinate in the region of the 

potential 'barrier. On the other hand, if the barrier is displaced 

along the 'approach' coordinate, vibrational motion is roughly 

perpendicular to the reaction coordinate and translational motion 

is more effective. This is what is expected for exoergic reactions. 

Approaches based on microscopic reversibility are apt to 

suffer from one serious defect. The experiments on the exoergic 

reaction usually employ thermal reagents, so the information 

obtained is restricted to that narrow band of total energies 

witli which systems just surmount the energy barrier. Recognizing 

this, Polanyi and his colleagues 1 have used an approximate 

form of equation (2) which allows the separate effects of reagent 
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v ibrntjon, rotation and translation to be displayed on a single 

triangular diagram. To explore what happens at higher lotnl 

e n e r g i e s , excited species must be prepared. This is 

more easily done in trajectory calculations than.in e x p e r i m e n t s ! 

What the calculations indicate is that as a reaction becomes 
the 

increasingly exothermic, that is the energy of/reagent state 
6 2 exceeds those of accessible product states by a larger a m o u n t , 

any selectivity diminishes. T h u s , trajectory calculations on 

1 + H C l ( v ' ) , which confirm the finding that I (v') increases 

monotonical ! ) • as v' is raised from v' =0 to 4, show that I(v') 

starts to decrease slowly but steadily as v' is increased further. 

Reactions of hydrogen halides (HX) also provide some of 

the best opportunities for direct experiments on vibrationally 

excited molecules.whether by optical excitation using a chemical 

laser or by observing the depletion of infrared chemiluminescer.ee 

from molecules formed in a pre-reaction. The systems, X + HX(v>0) 
3 9 ' have attracted special attention, ' but experiments using isotopic 

(if. c.—t 

substitution or theoretical calculations are needed to discover 

the role of transfer of the 'odd' atom between the two like atoms. 

Table 2 summarises the results of some experiments where the 

reactive channel has been clearly identified by observations on 

the products. The results support the general thesis that 

vibrational enhancement is most pronounced for endoergic reactions. 

Molecular beam experiments provide a particular powerful 

method of investigating reactions of vibrationally excited 
A 7 

molecules. This was first demonstrated for the K + HC1 reaction 

when it was found that the reaction cross-section for K + HCl(v=l) 

was approximately 100 times that for K + HCl(v=0) at the same mean 

collision energy. More recently, Zare and his coworkers 
have studied reactions of lll:(v = l) in beam + scattering gas 

http://chemiluminescer.ee
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cxpcriments in which the metal fluoride product is observed 
by laser-induced fluorescence. Not only are any doubts enured 
by non-reactive relaxation avoided, but the product state 
distribution is also determined. For the cndoergic reactions of 
HF with Ca and Sr, excitation to v 1 = 1 endows the IIF reagent 
with 47.3 kJ mol and the reaction cross-section is increased 
by at least 10 . On the other hand, DF(v^l) possesses only 34.7 
kJ mol" compared with reaction cr.doergicities of 43 kJ mol for 
Ca + DF and 33 kJ mol" for Sr + DF. In neither case could 
reaction of DF(v'=l) be observed. 

There have been several studies recently of reactions of 
vibrationally excited H 2 formed either electrically or thermally. 
The most interesting of these results - and possibly the most 
controversial - have been obtained for H + H2(v=l} and its 

39 isotopic analogues. In these unusual experiments, the relaxation 
of H atoms from a selected hyperfine state (F=l, mF=0) was 
observed in the storage bulb of an H-atom nicker. At 300 K, addition 
of H, accelerated the relaxation only if it had first passed 
through an oven so that on entering the storage bulb about 0.35? 
of the molecules were in v l . From their observations, Gordon 
et al deduced a rate constant, for 

HA + H B H C ( V = 1 > * HA HB f^"0'1) * " c & ' 

of 5.2 x 10" cm" molecule" s , a value .imost 10 times 
* 

the thermal rate constant at room temperature. 
These elegant experiments raise several interesting questions. 

The most obvious is why the rate for (3) should be \ 17 times 
faster than the relaxation of H-(v=l) by H. Gordon et al 
propose that the vibrationally adiabatic reaction is much more 
likely than either the non-adiabatic reaction yielding HAHB(v'=0) 
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or non-reactive vibrational energy transfer. This may be so, 
but classical trajectories on a realistic potential do not 

71 
predict it, and the same calculations yield a value of k̂  
which is (l/60)th of the observed value. Of course, for this 
reaction especially, one should be suspicious of predictions 
based on clnssical mechanics, but the quasiclassical and quanta] 
rate constants for H * H,(v=0) only differ by a factor of 3.3 7 2 at 300 K. Although the results of three-dimensional quantum 
scattering calculations on H + H~(v=l) arc tantalisingly out of 
reach at the present time, new theoretical results should soon 
emerge to improve our understanding of this celebrated prototype 
reaction. 

A second attractive feature of reactions involving H, is 
that considerable selection of reagent rotation can be obtained 
by simply using E-1"'?* T ^ e t o t a l F + E""? T e a c t i ° n rate is only 
2.51 faster than F + n-H2 at 175 K, and there is no discernible 
difference in rate at higher temperatures. There is, hov.-ever 
a small but significant i!?crease in the degree of HF vibrational 

"7 A 

excitation when n-H, is replaced by p-H,. 
More Complex Bimolecular Reactions 

Rather little is known about how vibrational excitation 
in bonds other than the one broken in an atom-exchange reaction' 
affects the rate of such a reaction. For excitation within an 
attacking radical, i.e., the species U) which the atom is 
transferred, some pointers are provided via arguments based on 
detailed balance, similar to those described earlier. In direct 
exoergic reactions of atoms with polyatomic molecules, e.g., 
F + RH •*• IIF + R, little of the energy released is channelled 
into internal modes of the polyatomic fragment, R. The 
corollary is that internal excitation of R will not effectively 
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promote the reverse endocrgic reaction. 

There are few direct measurements on the reaction 
rates of vibrationally excited radicals. The only substantial 

76-So 
body of data is for OH(v>0). The reactions of OH(v=l) with 
ll2 and CM. arc not measurably faster than the thermal reactionr. 
However, Oll(v-l) is reported to react with HBr 9 times more 
rapidly than OH(v=0). This is an interesting result since 

-12 3 the normal reaction is itself quite rapid (k = 5.1x10 cm" 
molecule" s ) and presumably has little or no activation energy. 
There are also indications that 0H(v>2) reacts with 0, much 

7 R RO faster than the 0H(v=0). In this case also the reaction 
I _ 1 O 1 

has a small activation energy (<fej mol" ). Both these results 
merit further experimental study and, if confirmed, some 
theoretical explanation. 

There are essentially no results on how internal energy 
in a polyatomic molecule is distributed when such a molecule is 
formed in an exoergic atom-transfer reaction, such as AB + CD -+ 
ABC + D. Consequently, arguments based on detailed balance can 
provide no guidance as to the relative rate enhancements which 
might be expected when energy is selectively fed into different 
modes of a polyatomic reagent. As with unimolecular reactions 
(sec below, Section C), mode-selective effects are likely until 
a level of excitation is reached at which the vibrations couple 
strongly so that intramolecular energy transfer is rapid. The 

then 
kinetic behaviour will .depend only on the magnitude of the 
internal energy and not on its initial location. 

In the case of bimolecular reactions, an additional 
obstacle to mode-selective chemistry is that the excited species 
will probably undergo many, potentially relaxing, collisions 
before they react. These arc likely to scramble the internal 
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energy by intramolecular V-V energy transfer as WCIJ. as decreasing 
the excitation by transfer to translation and/or moJos of the 
collision partner. It may actually be possible to use this 
competition to determine the rates of state-selected reactions, 
by employing a method similar to that used to determine the 
excitation functions of hot H atoms photochcmically generated 
in an excess of inert 'moderator'. The possibilities of 
thismcthod have been demonstrated by isotopical]y selective 
promotion of the CI + CH,Br •* CH2Br + 1IC1 reaction by illumination 

83 Jr 
wit!) a relatively low power cw C0 ? laser. ^'Single photons 
from a CO., laser can also be used to excite 0- to its (001) 

84-86 level. Extensive studies have been made of the effects 
of this excitation on the bitnolecular reaction of NO with 0,, which 
proceeds by two distinct routes: 

NO + 0 3 -* N0 2*(A 2B 1) + 0 2 (4a) 
NO + 0 3 -• N0 2 (X 2A 2) + 0 2 , (4b) 

for which the activation energies are 8.9 a,nd 4.9 kJ mol" , 
respectively. The results of the experiments are not easy to 
interpjet due to uncertainties about how the initial state-selective 
excitation is modified by energy transfer, especially in non-
reactive collisions with NO. For reaction (4a), this source 
of uncertainty has been eliminated by comparing the fractional 
increase in the chemiluminesccnce from N0 ? with the directly 
measured fraction of 0, excited in the C0 2 laser pulse. It 
was deduced that the rate of reaction (4a) when 0, is excited 
to (001) at 298\K is 7.6 times faster than the thermal rate, 
and that this acceleration is increased to a factor of S3 at 155y(. 
An analysis ' of these rate enhancements indicates excitation 
of 0, to its (001) mode is more effective than is expected 
statistically, but is only about half as effective as the same 
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ninouiit of translational excitation. This is consistent with 

reaction over a surface with a barrier slightly displaced :nto 

the 'approach' region. 
g7 

Experiments have also been performed with NO(v=l). 

Both reactions occurred appreciably faster ( by factors of 

^ 4 . 2 for (4a) and ^ 18 for (4b)). These significant rate 

enhancements - although it should lie remembered that N0(v̂ -1", 

contains roughly twice the energy of 0,(001) - may be connected 

with the small increase in the NO bond length in these reactions. 

C. REACTIONS OF HIGHLY EXCITED MOLECULES 

Chemical activation studies of the uniniolecular decompo

sition of highly excited polyatomic molecules suggest that 

energy randomisation among all the vibrational modes of a mole

cule is usually fast compared with unimo]ocular•reaction. In 

the exceptional cases where reaction occurs on timoscalcs lets 
-1 2 than 10 s, there is good evidence for less than complete 

randomization. Traditional gas-phase studi'es of unimolecular 

reactions have been reviewed by Tardy and Rabinovitch. In 
8 8 the following paper, Lee and his collaborators discuss the 

results of applying chemical activation methods in molecular 

beam experiments. These results are compared with those from 

multiphoton dissociation. It is argued that, in MPD, absorption 

of infrared photons proceeds only until the decomposition rate 

becomes.comparable to the photon absorption rate (typically, 
9 - 1 < 10 s ) and that intramolecular energy randomization is 

orders-of-magnitude faster than either, five molecular beam 
on 

results obtained to date have all been consistent with this idea. 

Modest shifts between reaction channels with similar thresholds 

as the laser power is altered are expected within the RRKM 
90 framework. Reports of non-RRKM behaviour in gas cell MPD 

80 experiments arc not fully convincing. " 
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Thc best opportunities for selective photochemistry and 

the severest tests of RRKM theory may lie in direct single 
1 9 photon excitation of high vibrational overtone levels. 

Th- total energy of the molecule is defined and may be varied 
over a wide range. It may be possible to reach high energy 
reaction channels even if the energy is rapidly nndomi;:.cd. 
The absorption oscillator strength is contributed solely by 
excitation of a single bond. If the entire band is coherently 
excited, as by a pulse of duration (2rrAv)~ , ind if the reaction 
coordinate essentially corresponds to that of the bond excited, 
truly mode-selective chemistry should be observed. If only a por
tion of the band is excited, as with a narrow band cw laser, 
then a mixed state is prepared in which the energy is at least 

partially randomized from the beginning. In larger molecules, 
this coupling is likely to involve primarily vibrations which 
&re close in space and frequency to the pumped mode. Thus, 
by analog)' to the Rynbrandt and Rabinov:!tch experiments, 
sufficiently high excitation in one part of, a molecule may 

nearly 
cause reaction to occur there in preference to a-,equivalent 
channel elsewhere in the molecule. The excitation of non-
equivalent C-H modes, or of normal Of! and C-H stretches, 
can indicate the relative rates of energy migration and of various 
unimolecular reaction channels. 

In some molecules, electronic excitation followed by 
rapid interna] conversion provides a means of producing molecules 
in their electronic ground state with high narrowly defined 
amounts of internal energy. Rare gas halide lasers provide a 

28 variety of photon energies for extending the experiments 
described below by Troe and his coworkers.' However, the range 
of molecules which can be excited in this way is probably 
limited. furthermore, although the excitation frequency controls 
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tlic energy supplied, the initial distribution of that energy 

is determined by the matrix elements for the internal 

conversion: these cannot be inf luenced, or probably known, by 

the experimenter. 

Reddy and Berry report modest discrepancies between 

the rntes for i somcr isation of CH,NC calculated usin<: RRKM theory 

and those they deduce following single photon overtone 
fairly 

excitation. Si),~T this is a small molecule and since energy 
transfer into tlic 1 ow frequency CNC bend is presumably required 

before isomerisat ion can occur, energy randomization might'be 

expected tc be complete. Reddy and Kerry suggest several reasons 

for the discrepancy which they consider • )rc probable than 

non-randomization of energy. Experiments on systems more likely 

to exhibit non-RRKM behaviour will surely be carried out in 

the near future. Interestingly, mode selectivity can be 

enhanced at high pressures" or in condensed phases. This 

occurs v.'hcn chemical reaction of the initially prepared molecules 

is competitive with intramolecular energy randomization. Those 

molecules in which energy becomes randomized react more slowly 

and can therefore be relaxed by intermolecnlar energy transfer. 

Consccmcntly, the selectivity for the product of the reaction 

occurring before energy randomization can be greatly enhanced 

although the quantum yield may be less than at low pressure. 

Jhe non-RRKM behaviour discussed in Section A for 

UC^Oifacac^ THF may perhaps be analyzed in terms of a model 

in which the bulk of the molecule provides a heat bath around 

the reaction site. Since high dissociation quantum yields are 

reported, this heat bath would have to be weakly coupled on the 

tiincscale of energy input. The hypothesis is intriguing even 

if difficult to accept. This work -certainly suggests interesting 
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types of molecule for study, both with multiphoton excitation 
and with single photon excitation of high overtones. 

Even if rapid energy randomization should prove to rule 
out truly mode-selective chemistry, vibration;.! photochemistry 
should still be a valuable synthetic method. Different product 
distributions can be selected by vary inf. the excitation energy. 
Hvv'n where only the lowest energy reaction channel is important, 
there should often be advantages to optically, rather than 
thermally, driven syntheses. In vibrational photochemistry, 
the synthetic advantages of electronic photochemistry become 
available for reactions over the ground state potential surface. 
I). REACTIONS IN CONDENSED PHASES 

Studies of vibrational excitation, relaxation and photo
chemistry have only begun in the past few years. Relaxation 

94 95 times range from picoseconds to seconds. ' ' Energy transfer 
••nechanisms in polyatomics are now being elucidated, but there-
have been very few reports of vibrationall/ driven chemical 

93,96-98 reactions. ' 
The most detailed measurements on relaxation and chemistry 

have been carried out on molecules isolated in inert matrices 
at cryogenic temperatures. The vibrational lifetimes of well-
isolated diatomic molecules are often equal to the radiative 
lifetimes. The direct transfer of two or three thousand cm~ 
of vibrational energy to lattice phonons is very slow. Kith 
diatomic hydrides, relaxation times range from microseconds "o 
milliseconds, as transfer of vibrational energy to between 10 
and 15 rotational quanta can be followed by rapid rotation-phoncn 

95 99 coupling. '' Vibration-vibration transfer within the modes 
of a polyatomic or from one molecule to another which is nearby 
in the matrix frequently occurs in less than microseconds. 
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Tliis could seriously ] imit the promotion of bimolecular reactions 
in which one rcactant has low vibrational frequencies. Energy 
transfer involving simple changes in vibrational quantum number 
and a modest number of phonons occurs rapidly. For example, SF, 
apparent])' absorbs and relaxes seve-. 1 times during a 100 us CO2 
laser pulse. Rapid relaxation will seriously limit multipboton 
excitation and dissociation in condensed phases. 

There are two firmly established examples of vibrational 
photochemistry in matrices. Some years ago, the cis-trans 
isomerization of HONO nas shown to be induced when the OH vibration 
was excited using radiation at 3 urn . from an ordinary Kernst 
glower. More recently, the interconvcrsion of axial "and 

13 equatorial CD's in partially C labelled Fe(CO). has been induced 
by single photon excitation of the CO groups using lines from 

96 a cw CO laser. There are preliminary reports of other 
98 lCV reactions: NO + 0, -> NO- + 0, appears especially interesting, ' 

in view of the extensive work carried out en this reaction in 
the gas-phase. However, at this time, it is by no means clear 
how general vibrational photochemistry in matrices will be. 
Clearly, rapic" intramolecular energy transfer and transfer of 
low frequency vibrational quanta to the matri N phunoi, bath 
will impose severe limits, but the range of possibilities might. 
be increased by exciting overtone and combination bands with 
higher energy photons. 

Cryogenic liquids possess many of the same advantages 
as matrices for vibrational photochemistry, although the range 
of solutes and solute concentrations is more limited. Absorption 
spectra arc often sharp and vibrational relaxation can be slow. 
Reported relaxation times vary from 60 s for liquid N- ' to 27 ps 
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for S];, in liquid CU. 1 0 4 The extrapolation of gas-phase d.'Ta 
to the densities and temperature of liquids or solution can 
provide useful estimates of relaxation times. As for the matrix 

104. 
isolated samples, MPD of SF, is defeated by rapid relaxation. 
A very slow thermal reaction of 0- dilute in liquid NO appears 
to be strongly accelerated by excitation cf the 0, with a CK CO, 
laser. 1 0 2 

Vibrational relaxation times in liquids at room 
temperature are usually measured in picoseconds. By analogy 
with gas-phase observations, it is clear that relaxation will be 
particularly fast in aqueous solutions or other hydrogen bonded 
media. Nevertheless, the ionization of water, for which Al!= 
57 kJ mol~, can be induced by excitation of overtone and 

18 95 
•combination bands, ' the quantum yields rising from about 
10 " to 10 as the photon energy is increased from 90 to 170 kJ 
mol - . Despite these extremely small values, the transient 
increase in ionization is substantially grdater than thermal. 
Because the excitation is very rapidly dissipated to the solvent, 
quantum yields for such processes must be very small. However, 
it is quite likely that intramolecular energy transfer is limited, 
so that any reaction which does occur could be highly mode- or 
site-selective. This suggests the possibility of interesting 
vibrational photochemistry in solutions. Both single photon 
absorption and Raman pumping could be practical. Selective 
chemical reactions of interest to inorganic and organic chemists -
and perhaps even biochemists - might be possible. The ability 
to excits specific free base molecules vibrationally has already 
been demonstrated by picosecond infrared plus ultraviolet two-
step dissociation. It is difficult to imagine that vibrational 
excitation could be transferred to effect a chemical reaction 
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moro than a few bond distances away from the site of absorption 

within a DNA molecule. 

Several years ago, wavelength selective photochemical 

reactions between NH, and H-,0 on silica gel were observed. 

Apart from SOMC preliminary results on the influence of CO., lasei 

radiation on the decomposition of 11C0011 on platinum, there 

have been no other studies of vibiational photochemistry or 

relaxation of molecules adsorbed on surface:.. Only questions 

and speculation can be put forward. Can heterogeneous reactions 

be vibrationally assisted by laser radiation? Can catalyst 

poisons be efficiently and selectively desorbed or photorcactcd 

using infrared lasers? Are chemisorbed species so strongly 

coupled to a surface that energy transfer to the lattice occurs 
108 before any chemistry is possible ? In a recent study of XeF ? 

reacting with a silicon surface, vibrationally excited products 

were observed on the surface. Given the interesting fundamental 

problems and the potential practical applications, the kinetic 

behaviour of vibrationally excited molecules adsorbed on 

surfaces certainly merits further examination. 

CONCLUSION 

Assertions as to the future importance of laser-induced 

chemistry arc widespread, but somewhat suspect, since they issue, 

in the main, from interested parties. However, it is worth 
13 235 

pointing out to the skeptical that C - and perhaps U - is 
now prepared on a pilot plant scale by infrared multiphoton 

109 dissociation. In 1973, this prospect would have appeared 

fantastic. 

Nevertheless, many fundamental and practical questions 

must be answered before the full practical impact of vibrational 
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pbotochcmi r.try can be properly assessed. Only a few parts 

of the snbjed have reached sufficient maturity for generalisations 

to be made with any degree of confidence. What can be positively 

asserted is that the tools now exist for tackling many of the 

other fundament a] problems which we ha\e referred to. In additic::, 

those essentia] ingredients for scientific progress: intellectual 

curiosity, potential practical applications, and experimental 

challenge, all exist in full measure. The next five or six years 

will undoubtedly be a period of intense research activity. By 

the tine the Faraday Division of the Chemical Society next call 

a General Discussion at which the reactions of vibrationally 

excited species arc a central issue, it is certain that our 

review will appear more than a little dated. 

We are indebted to a number of people who have discussed 

their work with us, in several cases prior to publication. They 

include: M.J. Berry, M.O. Bulanin, G. Flynn, D.M. Goodall, B.R. 

Henry, A. Kaldor, Y.T. Lee, J.C. Polanyi, J.J. Turner and J. Wolfrun. 

C.B.M. thanks the Division of Basic Energy Sciences U.S. Department 

of Energy, under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48, and the National 

Science Foundation for research support. I.W.M.S. thanks the U.S.A.F. 

Office of Scientific Research (grant no. 77-3240) and the Science 
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TABLE 1. De ta i l ed Rate Constants and S u r p r i s a l s fo r I + H C l ( v ' ) -»• HI + CI 

&E v = 0 > v 1 

« kJ mol - 1 
k f ! v ' ; T ) 

—3 rr—-T 
era niol ecuJe s 

cm ̂ m o l e c u l e ' 1 s l l n k c r l v ' ; 7 ] 

2 

1 

0 

1.3 

32 .2 

64 .3 

97 .5 

132 .1 

2 .2 x 10 -11 

1.2 x 10 - 1 6 

1.1 x 10 

1.1 x 10 

2 .0 x 10 

- 2 2 

•28 

•35 

4.7 x 10 

2 .0 x 10 

•13 

•17 

1.2 x 10 

3 .1 x 10 

4 .8 x 10 

- 2 2 

•28 

•34 

3-3 

1.8 

- 0 . 1 

- 1 . 0 

-3 -2 

CO 



TABLE 2. - Examples of Vibrational Rate Enhancements for Atom-Transfer Reactions 

Reaction AE r 'act 
kJ mol -* 1 kJ m o l " 1 

k(|v«l;T)/k(|v«0;T) 

or S(|v=l)/S(|v=0) 
Ref. 

H + F 2(v) •+ HF + F -410 %9 

H + Cl 2(v) * HC1 + CI -188.5 4.9 

F + HCl(v) * HF + CI -136 <\4 

H + H 2 ( v ) * H 2 + H 0 41 

0 + HCl(v) - OH + CI 3.7 25 

K + HCl(v) * KC1 + H 6 -\-9 

Sr + HF(v) •* SrF + H 27 ^27 

Ca + HF(v) •*• CaF + H 36 ^36 

Br + HCl(v=2) -»- HBr + CI 65.7 66 

-v-1 

4 I . 8 

3.7 

-vlO 4 

150-800 

130 

>10 

>10 

k( v=2;T) 
v=0;T) ^6 x 10 10 

37 

37 

57 

39 

10,11,70 

47 

69 

69 

68 

S(Jv) denotes the total ruction cross-section from the level v 
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